2021 Sea Base Registration Guide
Registration Opens on

January 15th, 2020 at 9:00am EST
Open Registration is first come, first served. Registration will be extremely competitive. As a result,
the leader registering should select 5 or more adventures and dates that work for their unit.
To register, visit www.bsaseabase.org/reservations and click ”2021 Open Registration”.

•

Units may reserve as many common adventure types as are available on a specific
date under the same account. However, if a unit wants to reserve multiple adventure
types or multiple adventure dates, they must create a different account for each new
adventure type and/or date.

EXAMPLE: If a unit wishes to reserve four Bahamas Adventures on March 4, they do so under a single account. If
they wish to add a Bahamas Adventure on March 5, they must create a second account. If they wish to add an Out
Island Adventure on March 5, they must create a third account.

•

Units may reserve as many adventure types and dates as they wish. However, an
immediate online payment of $250 per adventure is required to complete each
reservation.
EXAMPLE: If a unit wants to reserve two St. Croix Adventures on July 3, they are required to pay $250 per
adventure, or a total of $500, to complete the reservation.

•

•
•
•
•

Units may pay their online reservation payment via e-check (ACH) or credit card.
Reservation paym ents are nonrefundable . All future payments must be made via echeck (ACH) at www.bsaseabase.org. Credit cards will not be accepted for future
payments.
The leader who is reserving should have their BSA Member ID ready, their council name,
their district name, a valid mailing address, and a credit card or check available to submit
payment online.
Shopping carts remain active for one hour. After one hour, if payment has not
been made, reservations are canceled. Sea Base cannot “refresh” shopping carts.
Once paid, units will receive receipt of payment via email from Sea Base
confirming their reservation. Units should check “junk” and “clutter” folders if
they do not receive receipts before calling Sea Base.
Within 30 days, each crew must make their first payment. The first payment is based
upon the maximum number of participants per crew multiplied by $100.
EXAMPLE: If a unit has booked an adventure with six to eight participants, they must pay $800.

•

If a unit has registered for multiple crews, they must make payment for each crew
registered.

EXAMPLE: If a unit has booked three Marine STEM Adventures, they must pay $800 per crew, or a total of $2400.

•
•

Units that do not make on-time payment will be canceled.
All payments are nonrefundable unless the adventure is rebooked after cancellation. If
the adventure is rebooked, crews will receive a full refund minus the $250 reservation
payment.

